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InVest: 13 – InVest in LoVe and ForgiVeness 
 

On the 3rd day of the 3rd month of March, we invest in the 3rd divine power of love and 

forgiveness. To become rich in Spirit and to live an abundant life on Earth, no investment is 

more powerful or rewarding than that in love, mercy, compassion and forgiveness.  
 

L is for Elder.  To develop and express your Christ power of love, begin by loving The Elder 

and the elders, meaning God and the godly ascended masters and angelic guardians who 

oversee your development and love you purely and unconditionally, as a parent loves a child. 

Love your own elder consciousness, the I Am Self within you. Feel love pouring upon you from 

above, down into your faith-fortified cerebrum, along the whole length and to the base of the 

vertical pole of the L that is your strength-filled spine. Envision the rightward flowing horizontal 

pole of the L starting to carry love into externalization on Earth. 
 

O is for Open. Let your heart open as Spirit pours His-Her love into and through it to every part 

of you and to others and all life. O represents your circular or ovoid heart chakra, which is the 

center of you, being the 4th of 7 major chakras. O portrays an ocean of divine love that flows into 

and through this power center. O denotes wholeness, completion, centeredness. O indicates 

zero, the Void or Cosmic Nothingness as the Mother, out of which all things come -- have a 

heart that has nothing but love flowing through it. O is for protection, for being in a ovoid cocoon 

or ball of love that is a mantle of protection throughout all the investments that you make. See 

yourself within a ball of protective loving light that magnetically attracts only good. 
 

V is for InVestment. With your heart open, filled and protected, invest your love in yourself, 

your family, your friends and foes, your business or workplace, and the whole world. V is the 

third letter in love. V represents the infilling, imbuing and the clothing of yourself in a mantle of 

loving forgiveness. V is the sixth letter of forgiveness. Give love and you will be given love by 

Spirit. Forgive and you will be forgiven. V is the down-pouring, outpouring and investment of 

love in all that you think, feel, remember and do. Love is the key to healing. Find something that 

you love, invest in it, and share it with others. You will become rich in the Way of Spirit. 
 

E is for Externalization. The 4th letter E is for manifestation and expression; for being love in 

action on Earth. In the E, the vertical pole of the original L has 2 more horizontal poles that flow 

rightward into conscious, physical externalization of elder consciousness. The top horizontal 

pole represents your superconscious or I Am Self expression. The middle horizontal pole is your 

soul or subconscious or heart manifestation. The lower horizontal pole is love expressed 

consciously and physically. Be the E. Be in equipoise, equality, equilibrium and elder 

consciousness externalized on Earth. Be below, as above. Be without, as within. Be! 

 

Love Visualization. See the L whose vertical pole of light is your spine, which links you with 

The Elder, the elders and your elder consciousness. Feel love pouring down the spine and filling 

your O of a heart, which becomes a ball of light that grows until it extends a couple feet around 

your entire body. See Spirit investing Itself via a V into your heart and guiding you as to how you 

are to invest this love in your life. Be an E, an elder who is filled with love, feels equal with all 

children of love, and expresses love with equipoise and equilibrium. Be divine love in action. 


